Let Us Rejoice in the Lord

Bobby Fisher and Greg Lee

REFRAIN

Let us re joice in the Lord with all the saints... 
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Bm D to Verses
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VERSE 1

1. The ex am ple of their story, their love for hu man kind_
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1. give God all praise and glory. With
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1. strength of heart and mind they lived their lives for jus _
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1. tice; they lived their lives for peace,___
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1. root ed in the gospel, with prayers that nev er cease._
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Play Refrain as an Intro.
VERSE 2

2. May we follow in their footsteps, keepers of the faith.

2. servants of the gospel, victors in the race.

2. Praise to the Father, praise to the Son.

2. praise to the Spirit: God, Three in One.

OPTIMAL Coda

Choirs of angels, heavenly hosts, sing Alleluia.

As needed
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